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DSW

A maximum likelihood approach to estimate the term 
structure of survival probabilities.

Related to a default stopping time τ driven by a 
multidimensional Markov process X, and an intensity 
that is a function of X and some parameters θ = (β, Υ), 
some of which are observable. 

Once the parameters are estimated, then we can 
obtain the required term structures of survival 
probabilities or conversely, the conditional 
probabilities of default. 



DSW System

Firm by firm default intensities 
as a function of state variables, 
i.e., covariates X,  and 
parameters β. 

Transition density 
functions for the state 
variables with parameters 
γ.

Joint likelihood of covariates and default stopping times. 



DSW Decomposition

Separates the stopping time likelihood from the 
covariates dynamics.

Requires the doubly stochastic assumption and 
Bayes theorem. Note that the dynamics of the 
state variables are not affected by default. 

Scales by n, k Scales by k



DSW MLE

Given the doubly stochastic assumption the stopping times 
for n firms, conditional on X, becomes independent, allowing 
for an easy solution to the default likelihood: 

And because X is Markovian, we can simply write

This is nested in a competing hazard framework given a firm exits for 
reasons other than default/bankruptcy. 



DSW Results

Xerox 1/1/2001 Xerox 1/1/2004



DSW Metrics

1-yr 1993 5-yr 1993-1999

1-yr: 1993-2004
5-yr: 1993-2000



FITS Approach

Integral over 
conditional exit 
times. 



Forward Intensities

Not really??



Decomposing the Likelihood



FITS (+)
1. Does not need a choice of the specification of the 

stochastic process for state variables. 

2. Can account for competing risks. 

3. Generates term structure of PDs. 

4. Based on t-filtration with no look-ahead bias. 

5. Uses overlapping data to compute a “pseudo-MLE” 
estimator. 

6. Decomposability of likelihood for future periods, 
lending itself to parallel computing. 

7. Aggregation across names and time feasible (with 
implicit assumptions) from decomposability.

8. Fewer parameters (uses the Nelson-Siegel 
construction to make time-dependent functions 
project on a small set of parameters).



FITS: In-sample



FITS: Out-of-sample



Accuracy Ratios: w/o partial conditioning

Restricted DSW has same mean reversion parameter across all firms. Rolling one month and 
then out to end of sample. In-sample DSW does better as it uses more information, out-of-
sample it does worse as it’s probably over-fitting. 



FITS (-)

1. Not amenable to generating conditional 
forward distributions of outcomes for single 
names, i.e., dynamics. 

2. Akin to “functional” bootstrapping 
yield/spread curves, but variation not 
embedded. 

3. For credit portfolios, the absence of 
covariates makes inducing dependence 
harder. 



PCFITS

FITS

PCFITS

The forward intensity is now conditioned on a partial set of common variables that 
captures dynamics through to the forward horizon. A hybrid version of FITS+DSW.

Requires a dynamic model for common factors z so that the distribution of f can be 
obtained. Keep the dimension of z low. 

z can include a latent common frailty factor.   



Accuracy Ratios under PCFITS

DSW – old model, DSW-F: only additional factor is the frailty but only at time t. PC-F : frailty at t and beyond; PC-M: 
macro factor at t and beyond.

(a) Out of sample better? 
(b) (b) Not sure why the PC versions don’t over fit like we see in DSW (2007)? 



Significantly different? 



Final comments …

• Stability of parameters across time? Report the 
estimates month to month given there is a rolling 
procedure in place. 

• Confusion matrix.
• Ratings predictions.
• Blochlinger (JFQA 2012): tests for both 

“discrimination” (rank ordering of default) and 
“calibration”(expected default). 

• Choose a fatter tailed innovation for the frailty 
process.

• Can the approach be modified to extract the 
forward recovery rate? 

• CVA? Estimate the dependence on exposure.  


